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Where everyone is accountable, 
everyone wins.



As Uganda evolves, the health of its population is 
improving. Alongside increased literacy rates and vibrant 
economic growth, health indicators are on the rise. In fact, 
over the last two decades access to health services has 
increased two-fold.

Yet, there is more work to do. Today, too many Ugandans 
still suffer from preventable diseases and afflictions such 
as HIV/AIDS, malnutrition, and malaria. Too many people 
cannot simply go to a health facility and find the services 
they deserve. For Uganda to reach its full potential, this 
situation must change.

But no one group can achieve this on its own. This effort 
requires contributions from across the health sector, and 
communities themselves. It requires groups like Advocacy 
for Better Health, which helps citizens understand 
their health rights and responsibilities—a central part 
of this march toward health progress and equality. 
Partnerships with legislative platforms, such as the Uganda 
Parliamentary Forum on Quality Health Service Delivery, 

are crucial to improving the quality, availability, and 
accessibility of health services.

We look forward to continued partnership with Advocacy 
for Better Health in our joint mission toward improved 
health in all Ugandan communities.

– Hon. Herbert Kinobere
Member of Parliament and Chair,  
Uganda Parliamentary Forum on Quality Health Service Delivery

Introduction
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Imagine.

Imagine a public health facility serving 20,000 people in a rural 
village. The clinic receives only US$400 per month from the 
government to provide services. It has no electricity or running 
water, and no ambulance to transfer mothers with difficult 
labor to a better equipped facility. Imagine that the few, poorly 
motivated staff often leave lines of anxious patients stranded. 
Imagine that when a sick patient goes to the hospital pharmacy, 
they are not surprised to find that medicines to treat HIV, 
malaria, or tuberculosis (TB) are out of stock.

This is not your imagination. 

This is the reality in many health 
care facilities across Uganda.

This situation is what motivates us at Advocacy for Better 
Health, a USAID-funded project implemented by PATH in 
partnership with Initiatives, Inc. and 24 other civil society 
organizations. Our mission is to promote affordable and 
accessible health care for all Ugandans, and to make this 
unacceptable situation a thing of the past.

So how do we do it? Through sustainable, citizen-centered 
advocacy—that brings together communities, service providers, 
and decision-makers—we aim to improve health policies, 
increase budgets, and strengthen health service delivery. In 35 
districts and at the national level, we foster social accountability 
across the health system.  

Foreword
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Our motto is “Where everyone is accountable, everyone 
wins.” This means empowering all of us—from national and 
local government officials to health workers and community 
members—to own our health rights and responsibilities, 
demand better services, and then hold each other responsible 
for making good on these promises.

Today we are seeing the results of advocacy in action. In health 
centers across Uganda, maternity beds are arriving where there 
used to be only dirty mattresses on the floor. Lights are on 
where there was previously no electricity. New staff are being 
assigned to clinics as demand grows for modern health care. 
Money is being allocated for staff housing, operating theaters, 
and maternity wards.

We are also seeing successes in specific areas, such as HIV/
AIDS, nutrition, and malaria. Recently, Advocacy for Better 
Health and partners managed to prevent a national stockout 
of HIV and TB drugs by mobilizing citizens to advocate to the 
highest levels of government. Advocacy has ensured that health 
centers not previously authorized to deliver HIV drugs can now 
do so. Our nutrition and malaria advocacy have brought key 
issues to decision-makers at all levels of government.

Perhaps most importantly, 
relationships are improving 
between patients and health 
workers, and between 
communities and their leaders.

Of course, successful advocacy takes hard work and persistence 
by advocates of all kinds—including community groups and 
their advocacy champions, staff of civil society organizations, 
local government officials, parliamentarians, health workers, and 
the media. It also takes committed supporters, and Advocacy 
for Better Health has been fortunate to have the invaluable 
partnership of the government of Uganda and the United States 
Agency for International Development. 

In these pages, I’m proud to share with you the stories of these 
changes in health, the communities being transformed, and 
the people who are making it happen. These are the stories 
of community heroes and every day advocates—the stories of 
“everyone.” This is your story.

– Moses Dombo 
Chief of Party, USAID Advocacy for Better Health
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kisoro district

Western Uganda
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Kisoro, in far southwestern Uganda, sprawls over rolling green hills 

dotted with rice fields. Roads wind over rugged terrain and steep 

cliff faces, circumventing mountains and volcanoes that define the 

borders with Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

Gorillas inhabit this imposing terrain, making this one of Uganda’s 

most unique and spectacular locations.

But the area’s relative isolation creates major health care 

challenges for its residents. Citizens of Kisoro must sometimes 

walk more than ten kilometers to access health services, and 

when they arrive, they don’t know whether they will find staff or 

medicine. Kisoro has one of the highest medical staff absenteeism 

rates in the country, and many facilities lack electricity and 

water. Some health centers have neither maternity wards nor 

ambulances, making every health emergency life threatening.

In partnership with Reproductive Health Uganda, Advocacy for 

Better Health (ABH) has helped citizens in Kisoro bring about 

major improvements to health services through advocacy. 

According to the district health officer, Dr. Stephen Nsabiyumva, 

staff absenteeism has declined from 24 to 18 percent. Water, 

electricity, and maternity beds are now in place in facilities where 

there were none before.  

Increased citizen involvement has resulted in sub-counties 

allocating their own budgets to health services. Ambulances have 

been purchased and staff housing constructed, so services are 

now available 24 hours per day. Citizens feel ownership of their 

health facilities—and believe that they have the power to create 

change. Dr. Stephen calls citizens the district’s “eyes and ears,” 

as they are able to highlight necessary health care improvements 

that may have otherwise been unseen by government.

kisoro
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Josephine Kiconco
ABH Advocacy Coordinator,  
Kabale and Kisoro Districts*

After being neglected by her midwife and 
giving birth to her child alone, Josephine 
developed a passion for helping women who 
can’t afford or access health services. Today, 
she works as ABH’s advocacy coordinator 
in Kabale and Kisoro districts in western 
Uganda. When she first began, district 
officials and health workers were resistant to 
the idea of advocacy. This made Josephine 
nervous, but she forged ahead and has since 
been able to build relationships and foster 
dialogue that has led to many significant 
health changes in the district. Today, 
advocacy for Josephine is a family affair, as 
she often brings her son to advocacy events 
to teach him the value of speaking out.

*At the time of this interview, Josephine worked for Reproductive Health 
Uganda, ABH’s implementing partner in Kabale and Kisoro. She now 
works for PATH, but continues her role as ABH’s advocacy coordinator.

 Civil society organizations 

can be the force that 

awakens communities to 

the power inside of them.”

“
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Abel Bizimana
Chairman Local Council V, 
Kisoro District

Abel started his career as a clinician and 
health educator, but eventually decided 
he could make the greatest impact for 
women and children from inside the 
government. As chairman of Kisoro’s 
District Council, he has worked with ABH 
to spur many positive changes, including 
funding for ambulances and removal 
of health workers failing to serve their 
clients. He was recently instrumental in 
halting a corruption scandal in a local 
clinic, where a doctor was pilfering cash 
from the facility. Because of an ABH 
advocacy forum, district officials were 
alerted and the doctor was removed and 
forced to repay the funds. Abel believes 
in the power of citizen-led advocacy to 
place a check on elected leaders.

“ The government rarely challenges itself. We need pressure from the 

public. ABH has helped us with this. It has empowered citizens to speak 

out and keep leaders on their toes and out of their comfort zone. As a 

result, the people have opened the eyes of local leadership.”
8



Lucky Yatuha
Media Champion and Voice of Muhabura Radio

As ABH’s media champion in Kisoro, DJ Lucky highlights health-related concerns 
and challenges encountered by his community over the radio. He attends 
advocacy forums, records the commitments made by duty-bearers, and uses 
this documentation on air to hold them accountable. When Lucky first started 
working with ABH, local leaders were suspicious of his motives. But as he’s 
helped to uncover stories and arm government officials with evidence, he has 
gained their respect. In one instance, Lucky reported on the story of a child who 
died from pneumonia because staff were absent at the local health facility. This 
media coverage sparked an outcry from citizens, followed by changes to the 
facility’s management structures. Today, the district health officer often travels 
with Lucky to health facilities to investigate citizens’ concerns directly.

“ Media is the mouth, eyes, 

and ears of the community. 

If we don’t serve our 

community, we have failed.”
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kisoro district, busanza sub-county

A few years ago, Busanza Health Center IV—the sub-county’s largest—could only be 
reached by a footpath that wound from the main road to the top of a large hill. Without 
a road and bridge, there was no way for a vehicle or ambulance to deliver patients to the 
health facility. The Busanza Women’s Group decided this needed to change. When the 
group saw their elected parliamentarian pass by during a meeting, they chased him down 
and asked him to attend their community advocacy forum. At the meeting, he heard the 
women advocating for a road and bridge to connect the health facility. Soon, funding 
arrived to make this a reality. The Women’s Group has also successfully advocated for health 
worker accommodation and an ambulance to transport sick patients to referral centers.

Nearby, at the smaller Buhozi Health Center III, the Busanza Women’s Group was sparking 
further changes. There, medical waste was a major health issue. For three years, Vittorino 
Mugisha, the center’s doctor in-charge requested government funds to build a pit to safely 
dispose of placentas, but those appeals went unanswered. After partnering with the Busanza 
Women’s Group to highlight the dangers of infection from improper placenta disposal and 
demonstrating citizen involvement, government officials quickly reversed their course and 
provided funds to construct the placenta pit.

busanza and buhozi health centers 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

New road and bridge to 
health center built

Staff accommodation 
constructed

Placenta disposal pit installed  
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Juliet Muhawe
Village Health Team Member,  
Vice-Chair of Busanza Women’s Group

Juliet Muhawe has led Busanza Women’s 
Group in the charge to transform their 
community health facilities. A member 
of the Village Health Team and advocacy 
champion by day, at night Juliet can often be 
found volunteering beside a Busanza Health 
Center midwife, holding a headlamp while a 
woman gives birth. Her contributions to the 
community were recently recognized when 
she was voted into local government as a 
councilor. Juliet has big plans for continued 
health care advocacy at both Buhozi and 
Busanza health facilities. Electricity at the two 
health clinics serving Busanza sub-county, 
she says, is next on the agenda.

 I am an advocate. We want 

better service delivery and 

we can’t get there without 

advocacy. We shall continue to 

advocate until we succeed.”

“
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Ntibakunze Jane
Community Member,  
Busanza Sub-County

When a midwife refused to open the 
health center in the middle of the night, 
Ntibakunze’s daughter-in-law was forced 
to give birth outside, on the ground, and in 
the dark. Ntibakunze went to the center’s 
staff to complain, but she was ignored. 
After sharing her story with the Busanza’s 
Women’s Group during an ABH community 
forum, the group put pressure on duty-
bearers and the offending midwife was 
dismissed. Now Ntibakunze is an active 
advocate, working with the local group 
to see that an operating center, maternity 
beds, and electricity are installed.

“ After my experience, I encourage others to share their stories to make positive 

change. We have to advocate for ourselves, our families, and our communities.”
13



For years, Kagezi Health Center III had no electricity, and midwives delivered 
babies by candlelight. Fearing poor service, many women in labor chose to 
travel by foot over twisting, mountainous roads for hours to reach a larger 
heath facility with electricity. 

That was until the Kanaba Twongerumusaruro Association—supported by 
ABH—began advocating for improvements at the health facility. Through an 
advocacy forum led by the group, the community expressed frustration to 
their local leaders about the lack of electricity. A few months later, lights in 
the maternity ward were turned on for the first time. Now, more women are 
choosing to give birth at Kagezi Health Center. 

But the group didn’t stop there. When the community pointed out the lack of 
transportation for women facing emergencies in labor, community members 
drafted a letter to their local council. The council soon provided an ambulance 
for the facility. At another advocacy forum, community members raised 
concerns that Kagezi Health Center had no kitchen, which meant there was no 
place to prepare meals for patients. Citizens and sub-county officials decided 
on a creative solution to share the responsibility: the community collected 
money to buy bricks and hire a contractor, and the sub-county allocated 
resources toward roofing materials.

Duty-bearers and community members alike recognize the changes taking 
place in Kanaba. One elected official credits the community with guiding 
government on how to solve problems. Advocacy forums give government 
officials a platform to make commitments to their constituents, while giving 
citizens a mechanism to hold their duty-bearers accountable. Next on the 
agenda for advocates is ensuring that local leaders follow through on promises 
to bring water to the health facility and maintain weekend hours.

kagezi health center iii
kisoro district, kanaba sub-county

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Electricity in maternity 
ward installed

Ambulance provided

Kitchen built
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A common scene in Uganda—patients 
waiting to be seen by a health worker.
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mbale & sironko districts 

Eastern Uganda
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Eastern Uganda is blessed with rich natural 

resources. Here, the Nile River begins its long 

journey north and the mighty Mount Elgon, with 

waterfalls rushing down its slopes, looms over 

the city of Mbale near the border with Kenya. 

Tourist dollars flow into a few select towns as 

foreigners come to explore the area’s beauty. 

Unfortunately, few Ugandans who live in 

this area benefit from these financial gains. 

According to the World Bank, 84 percent of 

eastern Uganda’s inhabitants are poor, and this 

figure has increased in recent years. Health 

facilities in the region reflect this poverty. Few 

of the clinics in the country’s easternmost 

districts of Mbale and Sironko have adequate 

staff, electricity, water, or medicine. 

Since 2015, Advocacy for Better Health (ABH) 

has partnered with the Mbale Area Federation of 

Communities (MAFOC) to change this situation. 

Over a two-year period, advocacy has directly 

resulted in access to clean water and sanitation, 

additional staff, more medicines and supplies, 

and higher quality services from staff. Many 

health center clients also credit health advocacy 

with improving relationships between citizens 

and duty-bearers.

mbale 
sironko 
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 Mobilizing citizens is challenging, 

and most days I come home tired. 

My job as an advocate keeps me 

away from my family a lot, which 

is hard too. But seeing how much 

positive change is happening as a 

result of people knowing their rights 

and speaking up—and being a part 

of that—makes it all worth it.”

 − Sarah Nanyondo Okello

“
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Sarah Nanyondo Okello and Peace Nabududa
ABH Advocacy Coordinators, Mbale Area Federation of Communities (MAFOC)

In a small, cramped office in Mbale town, Sarah and Peace sift through a tall stack of folders, one for each of the numerous 
health facilities in their jurisdiction. The two women spend most of their time on the road, traveling for hours on motorbike 
taxis—called “boda bodas”—to remote locations where they meet with health workers and community groups responsible for 
advocacy activities and host community forums and meetings.

 As a mother, I know firsthand the 

challenges women face when 

seeking health care. That is why 

I feel so privileged to be able 

to help bring communities and 

decision-makers together to find 

solutions that improve health 

services for everyone.”

 − Peace Nabududa

“
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Emmanuel Mango Sanya
Station Manager and Host, Elgon FM

Mango is a DJ and manager at Elgon FM radio, one of 
the most widely heard radio stations in eastern Uganda. 
After his wife was neglected by midwives during her 
labor, Mango became passionate about using the 
radio as a platform to encourage changes in the health 
system. He attends ABH forums with his recorder and 
then airs the forums on the radio that week with an 
hour-long call-in show. On air, he encourages listeners 
to participate and hold local leaders accountable. 
His radio show also educates communities about 
their health rights and responsibilities. He credits the 
combination of ABH community advocacy and media 
coverage with radical improvements in at least five 
health clinics in the Mbale and Sironko areas over 
the last two years. These improvements include the 
addition of new midwives, a maternity ward, improved 
stocks of medicines, and access to electricity.

 Advocacy is helping us all.  

Even the politicians are riding  

on our backs now because we 

give everyone a mouthpiece— 

a platform to share their ideas.”

“
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Dr. John Baptist Waniaye
District Health Officer, Mbale District*

Dr. John Baptist Waniaye is responsible for coordinating 
health services across the entire district of Mbale. 
Working together with ABH, he says, has dramatically 
helped to improve the functioning of health centers in 
the area. He cites service delivery improvements that 
include increased availability of medicines and supplies, 
better and more attentive health workers, construction 
of health centers and accommodation for workers, and 
increased funding in the local health budget.

 Because of ABH’s work, all of 

our health center IVs [which 

serve as mini hospitals] are 

fully functioning. When we  

all participate, we start  

seeing the results.”

“

*Since the time of this interview, Dr. John Baptist Waniaye has been 
promoted to Commissioner in Charge, Emergency Health Care
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Located outside the town of Mbale and accessible only via dirt road, Bufumbo Health 
Center IV is one of the larger health centers in the district. It serves a community 
of more than 5,000 people. In 2014, community groups reported dismal services, 
including a shuttered operating theater, inattentive staff, and no working water 
source. The district undertook a major staff overhaul to spark service improvements, 
but more needed to be done.

Since then, community groups have engaged in formal advocacy with ABH’s support 
to spur additional improvements. As a result, many changes have taken place, 
including a doubling of the number of patients attended each day, tripling in the 
number of midwives, increase in newborn deliveries from 50 to 100 each month, 
and a new water system that serves the facility. The health facility now also has a 
functional operating theater.

bufumbo health center iv
mbale district, bufumbo sub-county  

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Number of daily  
patients doubled

Number of  
midwives tripled

Newborn deliveries increased 
from 50 to 100 per month

New water system installed

Surgical theater installed  
and operational
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Dr. Peter Wanyera
Doctor-in-Charge 
Bufumbo Health Center IV

Dr. Wanyera, Bufumbo’s doctor-in-charge, 
is the new face of health care in this 
rural, mostly poor community. He credits 
increased advocacy with helping to catalyze 
and sustain many improvements through 
the work of community groups to educate 
patients, advocate for an increased health 
budget, and reinforce mutual accountability 
among duty-bearers, health workers, and 
community members. He leads by example, 
arriving to work early every day to inspire 
his staff and patients to engage in dialogue 
about how to provide better health care. He 
points to a suggestion box as one symbol 
of the power of advocacy and an important 
way for his staff to respond to community 
needs. Instead of avoiding the health 
clinic as in years past, he says, today the 
community members thank the staff,  
and even donate their own chickens  
to the end-of-year party.

 We are now gaining 

the political will to get 

more health workers and 

increase our budgets.  

I hope this spreads to the 

whole country. A healthy 

nation is a growing 

nation—and this is what 

ABH is doing.”

“
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Aisha Mugoya
Advocacy Champion  
Bufumbo Women’s Group

Aisha Mugoya has endless optimism and a smile that lights up the room, 
despite the challenges of poverty and illness in her rural community.
She leads the Bufumbo Women’s Group, which uses drama to educate 
community members about their rights to health care and to facilitate 
dialogue between clients and health workers. Aisha helped to institute 
the suggestion box that sits near the health center’s door, which she 
credits for bringing about several changes in services. A couple of years 
ago, she says, health workers did not appear at the health clinic until 
10:00 or 11:00 a.m. Now, they arrive early. In fact, the health clinic’s 
services have improved so much that people travel from the city of 
Mbale to access Bufumbo’s services.

 A baby doesn’t have time. We need our health workers to 

be here, and on time, to take care of our community.”“
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Midwife now on duty

Staff accommodation built

Beds installed in  
maternity ward

Medicines now available

Solar panels installed

Water tank provides  
clean water

sironko district, bugitimwa sub-county 

Bugitimwa Health Center III is perched on top of a hill, only accessible by a 
rugged one-kilometer-long path that snakes in switchbacks up its side. The 
first time MAFOC staff visited the clinic at the outset of the ABH project, they 
passed it by. “It was closed up and didn’t look functional, so we thought we 
were at the wrong place,” says an ABH advocacy coordinator at MAFOC. 

The health clinic was indeed in crisis—in addition to inattentive staff, the 
pharmacy had no drugs, the maternity ward had no beds, and the facility had 
neither water nor electricity. When sick, nearby residents were forced to hire 
an expensive motorbike taxi for a rough, hour-long ride to a larger health 
facility in the nearest town. Several years earlier, community members rioted 
when a woman delivered a baby at night outside the clinic while the midwife 
slept nearby. The staff situation was so desperate that a night guard had to 
step in to deliver babies. 

Since that time, the community has channeled their energy into advocacy, 
which has brought a host of changes in service delivery. By engaging with 
local leaders at organized forums and gaining public support through media 
attention, Bugitimwa is now a functional health clinic. A midwife is now on 
duty, beds are installed in the maternity ward, and staff accommodations 
have been built. Medicines—including those for HIV—are dispensed in the 
pharmacy. Solar panels and a new water tank now provide power and water.

bugitimwa health center iii
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Namugowa Davis
Chairman, Health Unit Management 
Committee, Bugitimwa Health Center III

Namugowa Davis is the chairman of the 
community’s oversight committee for Bugitimwa 
Health Center. He has always been an advocate at 
heart—in fact, in 2014 he alerted authorities when 
a mother delivered her baby outside the clinic 
without assistance. However, he credits MAFOC 
and ABH with giving him and other community 
members the tools they need to conduct formal 
advocacy with duty-bearers. 

 MAFOC helped us organize. 

They helped us understand 

how we could be involved in 

monitoring health services. 

We recently got these new 

maternity beds as a direct 

result of this advocacy.”

“
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Woniala Aggrey
Guard, Bugitimwa Health Center III

Woniala Aggrey has worked as a guard at 
Bugitimwa Health Center for years. There was 
a time when the clinic’s services were so bad 
that he began helping women deliver babies. 
The first was a mother with a breached baby 
who was rushed to the clinic in the middle of 
the night, only to find no midwife or doctor 
available. With the life of the woman and 
her baby in danger, Woniala felt he had no 
choice. Luckily, through years of observing a 
midwife deliver babies, Woniala was confident 
in helping the woman. While he doesn’t regret 
his actions because of the lives he saved, he is 
relieved to see services improving at the clinic 
as a result of local community advocacy.

 Sometimes women actually 

come to me in the middle 

of the night when they are 

in labor. Now I can tell them 

with confidence, ‘No, go to 

see the midwife.’”

“
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

Number of doctors and  
clinical officers increased

Modern maternity  
ward built

Drug deliveries from National 
Medical Stores increased

Surrounded by a high fence, Budadiri Health Center IV sits on a large plot of land in the 
middle of a dusty, bustling trading post in Sironko district. The center has 50 staff, serves 
119,000 community members, and offers an HIV clinic and antenatal center.

The lawn in front of Budadiri is also the site of animated community advocacy forums, 
where dozens—and periodically hundreds—of citizens meet with elected officials and 
health workers to discuss challenges in health service delivery. With a range of issues 
at hand, including funding and management, discussions can become passionate and 
animated. The Budadiri Self Help Group, which organizes and moderates forums, ensures 
that, even where there is disagreement, the discussions remain productive.

During these forums, a doctor from the health center, representative from the Mayor’s 
office, and other community officials listen and respond as community members share 
their concerns and demands. Over the past two years, the group has pressured officials 
to increase the number of doctors and clinical officers, build a modern maternity ward, 
and increase drug deliveries from the National Medical Stores. Today, the citizen agenda 
includes building additional staff accommodations, procuring an ambulance, and 
upgrading the health center to full hospital status.

budadiri health center iv
sironko district, budadiri town council 
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Nabukonde Stella 
Community Empowerment and Advocacy Champion, 
Budadiri Town Council

Stella says that the tenor of the community dialogues has improved 
over time. Citizens have learned that change happens more effectively 
when communication is cooperative and respectful, rather than angry 
and demeaning. She credits these advocacy forums, sponsored by 
ABH, for major and rapid changes at the health facility.

 We needed more doctors here.  

So, we organized, and we told the 

community: ‘if you want to talk, talk.  

Say what you want.’ The media listened, 

and so did the district. Within two weeks, 

we had two more doctors.”

“
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Charles Olinga
Senior Clinical Officer, 
Budadiri Health Center IV

Charles Olinga is a senior clinical 
officer at Budadiri Health Center. One 
of his roles is to help the community 
understand the services that the 
clinic offers, as well as the challenges 
faced by health workers that are 
delivering these services. He listens 
patiently to the concerns voiced by the 
community, and then tries to explain 
what the management is doing to 
address those concerns.

 It is your right as a 

community to own 

your health facility.”
“
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mayuge district 

Central Uganda
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Mayuge District, more than 100 kilometers east of Kampala, 

spreads over lush forests, millet and potato fields, lake 

shores, and islands. The district’s southern sub-counties 

hug the edge of Lake Victoria and are dotted by fishing 

communities with thatched roof homes and small wooden 

boats. Lake Victoria is one of Uganda’s greatest natural 

resources, but fishing is an inherently risky business. A range 

of perils—including crocodiles and hippos, unpredictable 

weather, and inadequate equipment—increase the risk, and 

fishing takes the lives of hundreds of Ugandans each year.

This dangerous occupation is often linked to risky sexual 

behavior, and Uganda’s lake communities face some of the 

country’s highest HIV prevalence rates. Previously, many 

residents of rural villages in Mayuge were unable to access 

HIV prevention and treatment services, as the island health 

centers were lower level facilities not authorized to deliver 

these services. 

As a result of advocacy led by Advocacy for Better Health 

(ABH) partner Jinja Area Communities Federation (JIACOFE), 

HIV prevention and treatment—as well as other services—

are now improving in many of Mayuge’s communities. 

Through ABH, citizens have been empowered to monitor 

health facilities and report problems. Equally important, the 

district health leadership has become more proactive in its 

response. The district has included outreach to underserved 

communities in its annual work plan and budget. And 

because of community advocacy, five smaller health centers 

in Mayuge district have been newly authorized to distribute 

HIV drugs through outreach, making treatment available to 

thousands more Ugandans.

mayuge 

Though Mayuge is geographically located in 
Uganda’s Eastern region, for the purposes of ABH 
administration, it is included in the Central region.
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 Because of advocacy, the communities 

are now providing greater oversight, 

especially on issues of staffing and  

drug stockouts. As a result, we  

now have a system in place to  

meet unexpected stockouts:  

if a community alerts us that  

there is a stockout, we place  

an emergency order to  

the National Medical  

Stores. Likewise,  

if community  

members report  

issues of staff  

absenteeism,  

we can take  

corrective  

action.”
 – Dr. Nabangi  

 Charles

“  Communities used to fear  

the District Health Office,  

but advocacy has  

emboldened them.  

They aren’t fearful  

anymore—now that  

is empowerment.”

 – Asaba Deo

“
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 I remember a letter written that complained that there was no clinical officer 

in the entire sub-county of Buwaya, which meant no HIV treatment was being 

administered. We decided to respond, and we were able to place a clinical officer 

in that sub-county. People now know their rights, and they can influence change.”

 – Sr. Kawala Betty

“

At Betty’s Hotel in Mayuge, district officials met to 
discuss the changes in health services that have 
resulted from community mobilization and advocacy—
from improvements in HIV outreach to underserved 
communities to increased demand for services. 
Relationships between citizens and health care workers 
have also improved, and communities act as a partner 
to the district health officer (DHO) in highlighting and 
addressing challenges.  

Dr. Nabangi Charles
District Health Officer, Mayuge

Sr. Kawala Betty 
Assistant District Health Officer, Mayuge

Asaba Deo
Assistant District Health Educator, Mayuge
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Bwondha Health Center II is just a few minutes’ walk from one of Lake 
Victoria’s many landing sites, where fishing boats come and go and locals 
gather to trade. Like many fishing communities, the HIV prevalence in this 
area is high—but until recently, Bwondha Health Center II was not accredited 
to provide antiretroviral drugs (ARVs). Frustrated with the long distances that 
people living with HIV (PLHIV) had to travel to receive medicine, the Mayuge 
Town Council PLHIV brought this issue to the attention of district officials at 
an ABH advocacy forum. In response to this pressure from the community, 
decision-makers authorized Bwondha to distribute ARVs through special 
outreach activities.

Next on the advocacy agenda is ensuring that the health facility has adequate 
amounts of medicine available for those in need of treatment. The community 
routinely monitors the stock levels of ARVs and other medicines, and alerts 
the DHO of any stockouts. The DHO or in-charges of health sub-districts can 
then instruct the facility’s doctor in-charge to place an emergency order with 
the National Medical Stores to deliver additional medicine or borrow from an 
overstocked neighboring health facility. This is just one example of a larger 
trend of Mayuge communities reporting stockout data to the DHO—and 
seeing action as a result.

The changes in service delivery at Bwondha Health Center II do not end here. 
Because of letter writing campaigns to the DHO and advocacy forums, the 
district provides housing for the facility in-charge, dismissed negligent staff, 
and the sub-county has committed funds to build a placenta pit. 

bwondha health center ii
mayuge district, malongo sub-county

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

ARVs newly available

Staff housing built

Negligent staff dismissed

Funding for placenta 
disposal pit committed
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Caretakers of the  
next generation.
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Kampala
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Kampala is the heartbeat of Uganda. This 

bustling city of 1.5 million people houses 

the country’s seat of government and 

power. Here, government officials set 

policies, allocate budgets, and develop 

programs that determine what type of 

health care services are delivered to 

citizens in the smallest villages in Uganda’s 

most far-flung regions.

Unfortunately, sometimes those plans fail 

to prioritize the needs of the country’s 

poorest and most vulnerable. And all too 

often, important health decisions are 

delayed or ignored because infighting and 

corruption take center stage and decision-

makers prioritize politics over policies.

Advocacy for Better Health (ABH) 

supports advocates in ensuring that 

decision-makers consider the needs of 

all Ugandans. Parliamentarians, media 

personalities, and nongovernmental 

organizations work every day to ensure 

that services and information reach those 

who need them most. Their voices and 

bold actions are making a difference.
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 This forum is a voice. Our motto is ‘Speak quality, walk 

the talk, focus on and offer quality, yield quality.’ I am 

sure we are going to see the results on the ground.”“

Herbert Kinobere
Member of Parliament for Kibuku County,  
Kibuku District, Eastern Uganda

Chair and Founder of the Uganda Parliamentary Forum  
on Quality of Health Service Delivery

At 37, Herbert Kinobere is one of Parliament’s youngest members. He grew up 
watching his local leaders get elected, then disappear and rarely return to the 
community. He wanted to do things differently. Today, he splits his time between 
Kampala and his home constituency, working to improve quality of health care. He 
recently created the Uganda Parliamentary Forum on Quality of Health Services 
with the support of ABH and other partners. The forum spearheads equity in 
budgeting for health, equal access to quality health services, accountability for 
national health programs, and advocacy for health within Parliament. So far,  
nearly 200 members of Parliament have officially joined the caucus—
nearly 50 percent of Parliament and a record for newly 
established parliamentary forums.
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FROM THE PEOPLE TO THE PRESIDENT 

Uganda’s First Presidential Forum on Health
In late 2017, ABH and the Uganda Parliamentary Forum on 
Quality of Health Service Delivery held the first-ever Ugandan 
Presidential Forum on Health. This event was a call for funding 
and action by the highest levels of government to improve the 
quality of health services for all Ugandans, and an opportunity 
for leaders to commit to step up policy and funding efforts to 
address health issues. 

Over 400 cabinet ministers, members of Parliament, resident 
district commissioners, district chairpersons, and civil society 

organizations attended. Speakers included the first deputy 
prime minister, the US Ambassador to Uganda, and the former 
director general of health services. News media broadcast  
their calls to prioritize health at the country’s highest levels  
of government. 

The event was a direct result of ABH’s efforts to bring the voices 
of Ugandan communities to the country’s highest office. It 
provided confirmation that those voices are being heard, and 
that advocacy is sparking change from the ground up.
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Hon. Dr. Michael Bukenya Iga
Member of Parliament for Bukuya County,  
Mubende District, Central Uganda

Chair of the Parliamentary Sectoral Committee on Health

An obstetrician turned politician, Dr. Bukenya passionately believes in the 
wellbeing of women and mothers. He decided to run for political office after 
seeing the plight mothers encounter in maternity wards in his district. His 
major priorities in Parliament include defense of the national health budget 
and pushing more parliamentarians to support health initiatives, including the 
national health insurance plan.

Following an ABH-sponsored benchmarking trip to Kigali, Rwanda, led by Dr. 
Bukenya, the insurance plan received a certificate of financial implication from 
the Ministry of Finance, indicating that the government believes in the validity 
of the plan’s financing options.

Dr. Bukenya especially values working with ABH because he says the staff 
provide technical support on budget and health issues, as well as training for 
other members of Parliament on how to advocate for health. He believes that 
positive changes are brewing within Uganda’s highest governing body.

 I have seen people’s minds change in 

Parliament. Everyone cares about health, 

because everyone is affected— 

and everyone’s constituents are 

affected. As an advocate for health in 

Parliament, though, I have to fight.”

“
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Catherine Mwesigwa
Deputy News Editor, New Vision;  
ABH Advocacy Advisory Group Member

As a seasoned journalist and pioneer for females in 
Uganda’s media sector, Catherine Mwesigwa has 
been a longtime advocate for health issues impacting 
women. Through her role as a journalist and then 
an editor at Uganda’s largest media house, she has 
helped to make issues like maternal mortality and 
HIV/AIDS household terms and political priorities by 
publicizing the country’s alarming rates of preventable 
deaths. In annual surveys conducted by the media 
house, health is the number one issue. She feels that 
voices demanding changes in health must be loud in 
order to reach the right audiences. Through her role 
on the ABH Advocacy Advisory Group, she joins other 
high-profile Ugandan leaders to provide guidance and 
counsel to ABH’s advocacy efforts.

 I couldn’t do journalism and not 

be an advocate. Working with ABH 

helps expose me to experts that 

can shed light on how to publicize 

these critical health issues—and how 

we can open a space for experts to 

educate people through the media.”

“
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Stella Kentutsi
Executive Director, the National 
Forum of People Living with 
HIV & AIDS Networks in Uganda 
(NAFOPHANU)

Stella Kentutsi is a former teacher 
and now the executive director of 
NAFOPHANU, a national umbrella 
organization based in Kampala, 
representing people living with HIV 
and tuberculosis (TB). After losing two 
brothers to AIDS, she became actively 
involved in fighting the stigma associated 
with HIV/AIDS in Uganda. In partnership 
with ABH, NAFOPHANU played a major 
role in averting a countrywide HIV/TB 
drug stockout. Today, the organization 
sponsors community advocates who 
monitor local public pharmacies on an 
ongoing basis and feed information into 
a national register, which is used for 
advocacy to the National Medical Stores.

 At first, the government was suspicious of our motives, 

because they thought that ‘advocate’ meant ‘to incite.’ But 

now that they understand our role, and we have built a trust 

with them. Our question to one another is, ‘How can we best 

work together to get drugs to people who need them?’”

“
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Halting a National HIV/TB Drug Stockout
In late 2015, health facilities in Uganda faced a potential 
shortage of anti-TB and HIV drugs, caused by rising prices and 
an unexpectedly high enrollment in the country’s treatment 
program. Data showed that anticipated stockouts could have 
put more than 250,000 lives at risk,  
while also increasing susceptibility to multi-drug resistant TB, 
which is particularly virulent, expensive, and hard to treat.

ABH and its advocacy partners, including NAPOPHANU, 
took to the streets and the halls of Parliament to prevent 
a stockout—and many unnecessary deaths. The coalition 
orchestrated a countrywide campaign, beginning with 
assessments of medicine stocks in health center pharmacies, 
which was carried out by community champions. Then they 

took their case directly to government. They distributed 
dossiers on district stockouts and conducted radio spots and 
press conferences. They held face-to-face meetings and 
presentations with top government officials, including Uganda’s 
Office of the Prime Minister and the First Lady. 

Within a month, the government responded. They expedited 
a parliamentary debate on a US$200 million loan to help 
fund medicines, prioritized drug distribution within health 
facilities, and negotiated with The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 
Tuberculosis and Malaria to front-load future budgets to cover 
immediate purchases. The advocates’ swift action averted a 
major public health crisis and guaranteed TB and HIV treatment 
for many more patients.
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Fishing nets provide a playground for 
children in this lakeshore community.
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Fueled by the voices of advocates, the tides are turning for health care in 
Uganda. As a principal component of PATH’s work in Uganda, ABH has 
helped to build and nurture advocacy champions, as well as relationships 
with decision-makers. Its network, credibility, and reach has strengthened 
PATH Uganda and accelerated its mission to serve as a leader in global 
health innovation.

Most importantly, however, the project’s work continues to demonstrate 
that high-quality health care can be achieved for all, through advocacy 
and social accountability activities that span across the health system. 
The advocacy efforts of “everyone” working toward accountability can 
dramatically improve the quality of care, and lead to well-resourced 
facilities, professional and motivated staff, readily available medicines, and 
leaders who prioritize the health needs of the communities they serve.

– Emmanuel Mugisha
PATH Uganda Country Director 

Where everyone is accountable, 
everyone wins.

All photos copyright PATH, courtesy of Will Boase (covers, Kampala, Eastern, and Central Uganda),  
Matthias Mugisha (Western Uganda), and Deogratias Agabe (Drug Stockout feature page 53).
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